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Government of Senegal – Ba3 stable
Update following outlook change to stable, rating affirmed

Summary
Senegal's credit profile balances a track record of macroeconomic and political stability
with a high debt burden that reduces shock absorption capacity and ability to support the
development of strategic sectors in light of low wealth levels. Growth reached higher levels
since the Plan Senegal Emergent (PSE) economic development policy roadmap started to
be implemented in 2014, and will be bolstered by the onset of oil and gas production in the
years ahead. Challenges relate to persistent social spending pressures and to the potential for
higher than anticipated costs related to the development of Senegal's hydrocarbon resources.

Exhibit 1

Senegal's credit profile is determined by four factors
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Credit strengths

» Macroeconomic and political stability;

» Prospect of oil and gas projects coming on stream over the next few years;

» Supportive debt structure factors partially mitigate the risks inherent in a high debt load.

Credit challenges

» Low income per capita and competitiveness levels relative to peers;

» A relatively high government debt burden;

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1322207
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Senegal-Government-of-credit-rating-806356860
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» The government's gas-to-power strategy presents the potential for higher than anticipated public spending.

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects an increased likelihood in our view that the government’s debt burden will stabilise, and in the absence of
new significant shocks, eventually embark on a downward trajectory over the coming years. In particular, as energy projects come on
stream and significantly bolster economic growth, Senegal benefits from some resilience to the global implications of Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine. Fiscal consolidation will be a protracted process in view of elevated spending pressures, but will be supported by ongoing
IMF arrangements, as well as efforts to strengthen domestic revenue generation.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
Upward pressure on the rating would arise from a more rapid and material decrease in the debt burden than we currently expect,
thereby improving the government’s capacity to absorb shocks. This would likely be related to sustained fiscal consolidation and
durable improvements in domestic revenue generation.

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
Downward pressure on the rating would arise from protracted delays in the pace of targeted fiscal consolidation, that point to a
pronounced and lasting increase in the debt burden. Materially higher than anticipated costs related to the development of Senegal's
hydrocarbon resources that affect the sovereign’s fiscal strength would also be credit negative.

Key indicators

Exhibit 2

Senegal   2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022F 2023F

Real GDP (% change) 6.4 7.4 6.2 4.4 1.5 5.0 5.5 9.5

Inflation (CPI, % change, Dec/Dec) 2.9 -0.8 1.1 0.6 2.4 3.8 3.2 2.0

Gen. gov. financial balance/GDP (%) -3.3 -3.0 -3.7 -3.9 -6.4 -6.3 -5.4 -4.0

Gen. gov. primary balance/GDP (%)[1] -1.6 -1.0 -1.7 -2.0 -4.3 -4.2 -3.2 -1.7

Gen. gov. debt/GDP (%)[2] 48.1 48.0 55.9 57.3 62.8 67.3 67.3 64.7

Gen. gov. debt/revenues (%)[2] 232.5 246.0 296.0 280.6 313.2 328.1 320.3 302.2

Gen. gov. interest payment/revenues (%)[1] 8.0 9.8 10.9 9.7 10.2 10.4 10.5 10.8

Current account balance/GDP (%) -4.2 -7.3 -9.6 -8.1 -10.8 -10.1 -12.9 -7.2

External debt/CA receipts (%)[3][2] 113.3 132.7 149.5 198.3 255.5 232.5 233.9 204.9

External vulnerability indicator (EVI) [4][5] 19.8 21.9 22.5 33.6 26.0 29.0 30.4 21.7

[1] Central government

[2] Beneficiary of the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) official debt relief initiative; Public debt only

[3] Current Account Receipts

[4] (Short-Term External Debt + Currently Maturing Long-Term External Debt + Total Nonresident Deposits Over One Year)/Official Foreign Exchange Reserves

[5] At WAEMU level; Excludes total nonresident deposits over one year

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Detailed credit consideration
We assess Senegal's economic strength as “ba2”, above the initial score at “ba3” to take into account a strong growth potential
bolstered by the expected coming on-stream of hydrocarbon projects starting from 2023. At the same time, wealth and economic
competitiveness remain low in global terms and relative to rating peers. This, combined with the importance of the agricultural sector
for employment, increases the sovereign profile’s exposure to environmental risks. However, Senegal benefits from large workers'
remittances (equivalent to around 10% of GDP annually) that support domestic consumption and partly compensate large trade
deficits.

While growth performance has proved vulnerable to shocks over the last decade, often triggered by international food and oil price
volatility, growth has been higher and steadier since the implementation of the first phase of the PSE in 2014-2018. With the second

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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phase of the PSE in 2019-2023 focusing on the development of human capital as well as improvements to the business environment to
foster private sector investment, implementation will be more challenging.

We assess the government's institutions and governance strength as “ba2”. Senegal's score for quality of legislative and executive
institutions, at “ba”, reflects moderate but improving government effectiveness, and a solid track record of regulatory quality, in part
as a result of consecutive programmes with the IMF. The strength of civil society and the judiciary, assessed at "ba”, reflects control of
corruption and rule of law rankings at the 54th and the 39th percentile respectively on the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI),
supported by a track record of adherence to democratic government, established civil society associations, and relative press freedom.

Fiscal policy effectiveness at “ba” balances improving fiscal institutions with a history of below-the-line spending that affected funding
requirements and reduces fiscal transparency and which the government is addressing with the IMF's technical assistance. Monetary
and macroeconomic policy effectiveness at “ba” reflects the country's participation in the West African Economic and Monetary Union
(WAEMU), which supports macroeconomic stability and low inflation while reducing balance of payment risks.

We assess the government's fiscal strength as “b2”, above the initial score at “caa2” to reflect the mitigants to the government's
exposure to foreign currency risk stemming from Senegal's WAEMU membership and the government's active use of US dollar/
euro swaps. We do not apply the negative debt trend adjustment (minus one notch), which we consider signals a deterioration that
is already captured in the fiscal metrics – we forecast the debt burden will stabilise and in the absence of new significant shocks,
eventually embark on a downward trajectory. Increased access to international capital markets starting from 2017 has contributed to a
gradual rise in interest spending as a share of revenue, although debt affordability remains broadly in line with rating peers.

The structure of the debt limits the risks inherent to such a high debt load. Around 40% of the debt is on concessional terms,
reflecting strong and sustained support from the international official sector, which supports debt affordability and accounts for the
long weighted average external debt maturity. Moreover, we estimate that foreign currency risk applies to only around 40% of the
government debt after excluding euro-denominated debt, given our confidence in the peg to the euro due to the guarantee of the
French Treasury which minimizes the risk of rapid currency depreciation. In addition, hedging options help to improve foreign exchange
risk management by converting US dollar exposure risk to euros.

We assess the country's susceptibility to event risk at “baa”, driven by political risk, government liquidity and banking sector risk.

The government's financing needs of about 10-12% of GDP annually is met by a mix of official lending on favorable terms and debt
issuance, both on international and regional markets. The latter benefits from the regional liquidity support measures introduced by the
central bank in response to the pandemic.

The small size of the banking sector, with assets representing about 59% of GDP in 2020 and a stable funding structure, limit Senegal’s
banking sector risk at “baa”.

We have recently changedpolitical risk to “baa”, from “a” previously, based on the increase in geopolitical risk and deteriorating security
situation across the Sahel region. While Senegal has until now been relatively sheltered, the threat of security incidents remains. Past
events such as the terrorist attack in Grand-Bassam in 2016 in Côte d'Ivoire (Ba3 stable) and the kidnapping of tourists in Pendjari
national park in Benin (B1 stable) in 2019 have made clear that no country in the region is immune to conflict crossing their borders.

We assess external vulnerability risk at “a” because we believe that Senegal's membership of the WAEMU protects it to a certain degree
from a balance of payments crisis, despite its structural current account deficit which we project to narrow significantly in the wake of
hydrocarbon exports starting from 2023. The WAEMU benefits from an arrangement under which France (Aa2 stable) guarantees the
convertibility of the domestic currency into euros at a fixed rate.
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ESG considerations
Senegal's ESG Credit Impact Score is Highly Negative CIS-4

Exhibit 3

ESG Credit Impact Score

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Senegal's ESG Credit Impact Score is highly negative (CIS-4), reflecting its high exposure to environmental and social risks and
moderate governance. Resilience to environmental and social risks is increasingly constrained by low wealth and high debt levels.

Exhibit 4

ESG Issuer Profile Scores

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Environmental
Senegal's credit profile is highly exposed to environmental risks, reflected in its E-4 issuer profile score. Physical climate risk exposure
is high and mainly reflects heat stress and some exposure to sea level rise. Water risks are also very high with almost half of the
population exposed to unsafe drinking water. Sensitivity to environmental risks is exacerbated by the high share of employment in the
agricultural sector at 30% of total employment.

Social
Exposure to social risks is highly negative as reflected in the S-4 issuer profile score. Favorable demographic trends are counterbalanced
by a high total dependency ratio and weak educational indicators, including low secondary enrollment rates. Access to basic services
is also impaired with only 70% of the population having access to electricity. Labor markets feature a high share of vulnerable
employment without formal work arrangements at 63% of the total. These precarious work arrangements are partially mitigated by
household income support via remittances accounting for about 10% of GDP.

Governance
Senegal has a moderate governance score (G-3 issuer profile) supported by governance reforms implemented with the technical
assistance of the IMF under consecutive policy coordination programs, and solid control of corruption and political stability rankings
among all rated sovereigns in the Worldwide Governance Indicators. Challenges relate to the ongoing control of below-the-line
spending that had added to the debt stock in the past few years, and to the improved debt management of state-owned enterprises
that affect the government’s funding requirements.
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ESG Issuer Profile Scores and Credit Impact Scores for the rated entity/transaction are available on Moodys.com. In order to view the
latest scores, please click here to go to the landing page for the entity/transaction on MDC and view the ESG Scores section.

All of these considerations are further discussed in the “Detailed credit considerations” section above. Our approach to ESG is
explained in our report on how the scores depict varied and largely credit-negative impact of ESG factors and our cross-sector
methodology General Principles for Assessing Environmental, Social and Governance Risks Methodology.

Recent developments
Economic recovery is ongoing, with medium-term growth set to be bolstered by the onset of hydrocarbon production

The Senegalese economy showed relative resilience to the pandemic, growing by 1.5% in 2020 (compared to a median contraction
of 4.8% across Ba3-rated peers) on the back of a strong agricultural season and the effective fiscal policy support provided by the
government’s response to the shock through the Economic and Social Resilience Programme (PRES), which amounted to around 7%
of GDP. Growth is estimated to have reached around 5% in 2021, and we project a rate of 5.5% for this year as the recovery in the
secondary and tertiary sectors continues.

The start of hydrocarbon production in 2023 - driven by two major gas and oil projects, Grand Tortue Ahmeyim (GTA, exploited jointly
with Mauritania) and Sangomar - will provide a significant, albeit transient, boost to growth prospects. Both projects are expected to
begin first phase production in the second half of 2023. A third project, the Yaakar-Téranga gas development, has not yet received
a final investment decision but is the linchpin of the government’s gas-to-power strategy. Under that strategy, Senegal aims to take
advantage of future gas production to fuel domestic power plants instead of the current reliance on oil imports. We expect the
current account deficit to remain high this year before beginning to decline from 2023 onward, as oil and gas exports come online and
Senegal's structural energy deficit narrows.

Resilience will be tested in the next few years, since Russia's (Ca negative) invasion into Ukraine (Caa2 RUR-) and subsequent policy
responses in major markets increases the downside risks for the global macroeconomic outlook, with elevated inflationary pressures
due to high energy prices, and a deceleration of economic activity. High international food and oil price volatility has historically been
a vulnerability for Senegal and the global repercussions of the crisis are likely to have negative implications for inflation, the current
account and the public finances. Annual consumer price inflation reached 6.5% in February 2022, the highest level since 2008, largely
as a result of high food price inflation (although also magnified by low base effects).

In the short term, negative economic spillover implications are also expected from the regional sanctions on Mali (Caa2 RUR-),
Senegal’s main export market (absorbing about 21% of total goods exports according to International Trade Center data), with the
cement sector most affected. That said, exemptions on products of prime necessity (the large majority of Senegalese exports to Mali)
such as food and fuel will limit the impact.

Exhibit 5

Mali is an important trade partner...
Goods exports by country, % (2020)

Exhibit 6

… but many Senegalese exports are exempt from sanctions
Goods exports from Senegal to Mali, % (2020)
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Fiscal consolidation will be a protracted process, but will be supported by revenue mobilization and IMF anchoring

The pandemic has led to a sharp increase in the budget deficit, which widened to 6.4% of GDP in 2020 and 6.3% of GDP in
2021, including 0.9 pp of GDP in exceptional spending approved at the end of last year but fully backed by part of the IMF SDR
allocation. The 2022 budget plans for a deficit of 4.8% of GDP, and the authorities’ current goal is to reach the 3% of GDP deficit
WAEMU convergence criteria by 2024 by channeling reforms under the IMF arrangements. The government's medium-term revenue
strategy (MTRS) envisages an increase of the tax ratio by 1% of GDP in 2022 alone, largely based on (1) widening the tax base; (2)
revenue administration reform; (3) a strengthened customs administration to monitor exemptions; and (4) improved tax collection.
Hydrocarbon revenues will also contribute positively to the budget once Sangomar and GTA come on stream, but to a relatively limited
extent – in line with Senegal’s expected status as a medium-sized oil and gas producer.

Exhibit 7

Senegal outperforms the rest of the WAEMU region on tax
revenue...
Tax revenue, % of GDP

Exhibit 8

… but revenue is nevertheless weaker than rating peers
General government revenue, % of GDP
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We expect fiscal consolidation to be a protracted process in view of elevated social spending pressures - as reflected by the 3% of
GDP three-year emergency programme for youth employment announced in April 2021 in response to social unrest in the previous
month - and the fiscal risks relating to energy subsidies in an environment of elevated global oil prices. Other risks to this year’s outturn
stem from high global food and fertilizer prices, the regional security situation, and potential delays in the implementation of the
MTRS. Against these risks, the authorities retain the option to halt some projects if budget execution falls off track, constituting a
precautionary reserve of 0.4% of GDP. Nevertheless, we expect the budget deficit to narrow more gradually than currently anticipated
by the government's plans, remaining around 5.4% of GDP this year and 4% of GDP in 2023.

The debt burden will stabilise before eventually starting to decline

We expect the debt to stabilise at around 67% of GDP this year, and in the absence of new significant shocks, eventually embark on
a downward trajectory over the coming years, driven to a large extent by the strong medium-term growth outlook. Financing needs
this year are expected to be covered largely through concessional financing and borrowing on the regional market, where maturities
continue to lengthen: a 15-year issuance took place in December 2021 with a coupon of 6.15%.

The debt structure has improved over the past year, and the medium-term debt servicing profile has been smoothened. A June 2021
€775 million (3.4% of GDP) 16-year Eurobond issuance was partly used for liability management, lengthening the maturity profile of
external debt and swapping US dollar for euro-denominated debt. The August 2021 SDR allocation increased debt by 1.6% of GDP
but on highly concessional terms (a 20-year loan with a possibility of a rollover and with a 0.05% interest rate). We expect debt
affordability to remain broadly in line with rating peers, and forecast interest payments to reach 10.5% of government revenue this
year, compared to the Ba3-rated median of 11.8%.
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Moody's rating methodology and scorecard factors: Senegal - Ba3 stable
Factor / Sub-Factor Metric Initial Final

Factor 1: Economic strength ba3 ba2 50%

Growth dynamics Average real GDP growth (%) 2016-2025F 6.2 aaa 25%

Volatility in real GDP growth (%) 2011-2020 2.2 baa2 10%

Scale of the economy Nominal GDP ($ billion) 2020 24.6 b2 30%

National income GDP per capita (PPP, Intl$) 2020 3,503 ca 35%

Adjustment to factor 1 # notches 1 max ±9

Factor 2: Institutions and governance strength ba2 ba2 50%

Quality of institutions Quality of legislative and executive institutions ba 20%

Strength of civil society and the judiciary ba 20%

Policy effectiveness Fiscal policy effectiveness ba 30%

Monetary and macroeconomic policy effectiveness ba 30%

Specified adjustment Government default history and track record of arrears 0 max -3

Other adjustment to factor 2 # notches 0 max ±3

F1 x F2: Economic resiliency  ba2 ba2

Factor 3: Fiscal strength caa2 b2

Debt burden General government debt/GDP (%) 2020 62.8 baa3 50%

General government debt/revenue (%) 2020 313.2 ba3 50%

Debt affordability General government interest payments/revenue (%) 2020 10.2 baa1 0%

General government interest payments/GDP (%) 2020 2.0 a2 0%

Specified adjustments Total of specified adjustment (# notches) -6 -3 max ±6

Debt trend 2016-2021F 19.1 -1 0

Foreign currency debt/general government debt 2020 78.0 -6 -3

Other non-financial public sector debt/GDP 2020 7.2 0 0

Public sector assets/general government debt 2020 0.0 0 0

Other adjustment to factor 3 # notches 0 max ±3

F1 x F2 x F3: Government financial strength ba2 ba1

Factor 4: Susceptibility to event risk baa baa Min

Political risk

Domestic political risk and geopolitical risk baa

Government liquidity risk baa baa

Ease of access to funding baa

Specified adjustment High refinancing risk 0 max -2

Banking sector risk baa baa

Risk of banking sector credit event (BSCE) Latest available -- ba3-b3

Total domestic bank assets/GDP 2020 59.0 <80

Adjustment to F4 BSR # notches 0 max ±2

External vulnerability risk a a

External vulnerability risk a

Adjustment to F4 EVR # notches 0 max ±2

Overall adjustment to F4 # notches 0 max -2

 F1 x F2 x F3 x F4: Scorecard-indicated outcome Ba3 - B2 Ba2 - B1

Note: While information used to determine the grid mapping is mainly historical, our ratings incorporate expectations around future metrics and risk developments that may differ from the ones implied by the 

scorecard-indicated outcome. Thus, the rating process is deliberative and not mechanical, meaning that it depends on peer comparisons and should leave room for exceptional risk factors to be taken into 

account that may result in an assigned rating outside the scorecard-indicated outcome. For more information please see our Sovereign Ratings Methodology.

Footnotes: (1) Initial factor score: scorecard indicators combine with the automatic adjustments to produce an initial factor score for every rating factor, as detailed in Moody’s Sovereign Ratings Methodology. 

(2) Final factor score: where additional analytical considerations exist, initial factor scores are augmented to produce a final factor score. Guidance on additional factors typically considered can be found in 

Moody’s Sovereign Ratings Methodology; details on country-specific considerations are provided in Moody’s research. (3) Scorecard-indicated outcome: Factor 1: Economic Strength, and Factor 2: Institutions 

and Governance Strength, combine with equal weight into a construct we designate as Economic Resiliency (ER). An aggregation function then combines ER and Factor 3: Fiscal Strength, following a non-linear 

pattern where Fiscal Strength has higher weight for countries with moderate ER and lower weight for countries with high or low ER. As a final step, Factor 4, a country’s Susceptibility to Event Risk, is a 

constraint which can only lower the government financial strength as given by combining the first three factors. (4) There are 20 ranking categories for quantitative sub-factors: aaa, aa1, aa2, aa3, a1, a2, a3, 

baa1, baa2, baa3, ba1, ba2, ba3, b1, b2, b3, caa1, caa2, caa3, ca and 8 ranking categories for qualitative sub-factors: aaa, aa, a, baa, ba, b, caa, ca (5) Indicator value: if not explicitly stated otherwise, the 

indicator value corresponds to the latest data available.

Factor score
Weights

IndicatorIndicator Year

baa
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Moody's related publications

» Credit Analysis: Government of Senegal: Annual credit analysis, 29 November 2021

» Outlook: Global economic growth will suffer as fallout from Russia's invasion of Ukraine builds, 17 March 2022

» Sector Comment: Sovereigns – Emerging & Frontier Markets: High food prices will exacerbate macroeconomic challenges, raise
social risks; Middle East & Africa most exposed, 9 March 2022

» Sector In-Depth: Sovereigns - Global: FAQ on post-pandemic sovereign debt dynamics, 29 September 2021

» Sector Comment: Sovereigns – Africa: Growing insecurity in the Sahel risks dampening growth and fiscal consolidation, 19 July
2021

» Sector In-Depth: Sovereigns – Africa: Varied availability of domestic funding sources in Africa drives liquidity risks, 6 July 2021

» Outlook: Sovereigns – Sub-Saharan Africa : 2022 outlook negative amid fragile recovery, persistent external risks and limited scope
for adjustment, 17 November 2021

» Rating Methodology: Sovereign Ratings Methodology, 25 November 2019

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this report and that more recent reports may be available. All
research may not be available to all clients.
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